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The goal of Chemistry II and AP Chemistry is to prepare stuien8 for college chemisE, not iust test out of it. These

courses addresi the topics covered in Aeshman chemistry courses at the college lcvel. These topics include:

o Review of Chemistry I essentials

r Molecular Sieometry and polarity
o Gases
E Intermolecularforces
o Solutions
o Kinetics

" Chemical equilibrium

" Acid-Base equilibria
r Thermodynamics

Overall student grades will have three components: homework (20nlo), testVquiz,zes(6V/o), andlab Qlyo).

Recomnmendations:

l. Students must be proficient in algebra- Chemistry II and AP involve complo< concepts that are, in most cases,

mathematically-based. Studerts must be comfortable manipulating equations;

2. ltisessential that students have good study habits. Students cannot "cram- the night before a test and clcpcct to do well; this

is a very rigorous class.

3. Students must also have good organizational habits. Students will need to refer to previously-covered material on a regular

basis.

4. ltis important that students do not miss class unless absolutely necessary. Stude,rts caonot afford to fall behind in this class.

5. Stud€nts will be working in groups regularly aod are encouraged to find "study buddies."

6. Students must follow all safety guidelines; failure to do so will result in exclusion &om lab.

7 . Nl lab exercises should be documented properly ir a lab ootebook Students will receive lab notebook guidelines and should
refer to ttrem before each lab.

Items Needed:

l. Scientiflc calculator (NO graphing calculators will be allowed on tests.)

2. Three-ring binder (2 inch or larger) to keep and orgatize all notes, assignments, etc.

3. Lab notebook (pages must be sewn into notebook)

4. Lab fee:S20 ($10 for Chem II and $10 for AP Chem)

Student Signature:

Farent Signature:

Date:

Date:

Revised Augrst 2010



THE LABORATORY NOTEBOOK

A laboratory notebook should be used to explain laboratory procedures, record all laboratory data, show how

calculations ^r"* d",discuss the results of an experiment, and to explain the theories involved'

A record of laboratory work is an important document which will show the quality of the laboratory work that

you have done. you muy oe"i to show your notebook to the Chemistry Department at a coliege or unive:sity in order

to obtain credit for the laboratory part olyour Advanced Placement Chemistry course. As you record iaformation in

your notebook, keep in mind that someone who is unfamiliar with your work may be using this notebook to evaluate

your laboratory experience in chemistry. When you explain your work,list your dat4 calculate values aod answer

questions, be sure that the meaning will be obvious to anyone who reads your notebook.

Procedure
1. Use a laboratory notebook with the Pages selvn in place.

2. Write your name and class on the front cover and inside the front cover.

3. In ink, number all the right-hand pages on the lower riglt corner if they are not already numbered-

4. Save the first two pages for a Table of Contents. This should be kept current as you proceed. Each time you

write up a lab, place the title and page number where the lab report begias in the Table of Contents.

5- Write in ink. tise only the right hand pages. Youmay use the left-hand pages for preliminary notes of for a

quick graph. The left-hand pages will uot be graded.

6. tiyou make a mistake DO NOT ERASE. Just draw ONE LINE through your elror, and continue. It is
expected that some errors will occur. You cannot produce a perfect, error-free notebook.

7. Do not use the first person or include personal comments.

Laboratorv Reports
Include the following information in your laboratory reports:
Title - The title should be descriptive. "Experiment 5" is not a descriptive title.
Date - This is the date (or dates) you performed the experiment.
Puryrose - A brief statement of whal you are attempting to do.

Procedure
Data - Record all your data directly in your lab notebook on the right-hand pages. Organize your data io a
neat, orderly fornr Label all data very clearly. Use correct significant digits, and always include proper units
(g, mL, etc.). Underliue, use capital letters, or use any device you choose to help organize this section well.
Space things out - don't try to cram everything on one page. Use tables where appropriate.
Calculations and Gruphs - You should show how calculations are carried out. Give the equation used and

show how your values are substituted into it. Give the calculated values. If graphs are included, make the
graphs an appropriate size. Label all axes and give each graph a title. If experiments are not quantitative, this
section may be omitted.

7. Conclusions - Make a sirnple statement concernilg what you can conclude from the experiment.
E. Discussion ofTheory - In this section you should include such information as: WhaI theory was

demonstrated in this experiment? What do the calculations show? How was the purpose of the experiment
fulfilled? Wly does (or doesn't) the experiment work? Refer back to the purpose of the lab to write this
section.

9. Experimental Sorrtes of Er:nr - What are some specific sources of error, and how do they irfluence the
data? Do rhey make the values obtained larger or smaller than they should be? Which measurement was the
least precise? Instrumental error and human error exist in all experiments, and should not be mentioned as a

source of error unless they cause a significant fault. Significant digits and mistakes in calculations are NOT a
valid source of error. In writing this section it is sometimes helpful to ask yourself what you would do
differeotly if you were to repeat the experimeat and wanted to obtaia better precision. If you can calculate a

perceot error or percent deviation, do so asd include it in this section.
10. Questions - Answer any questions included in the lab directions. Answer in such a way that the meaning of

the question is obvious from your atrswer.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.



REPORTIN G LABORATORY DAIA
::

Gr:aphins ExPerimental Data

l. All graphs rho a descriptive title' "Graph" is not a title'

z- Both the vertical and horizontal axes ,noota have labels uoJ*nio clearly marked' use a ruler to draw the

axes.

3. The scales chosen should reflect the precision oflhemeastrements' For example' if tanperanre is known to

be * 0.1oc, you should be able i" pr.x ti" 
"aiue 

this .losely. Don't have each block of the graph equal to

100c.
4- There should be a table in which the data values are listed. Don't put data in a graph unless you have first

listed it in a table.

5. Tle cootrolled or independent variable is conventionally placed on the horizontal axis' The dependent

variable is graphed on the vertical axis'

6. There should be an obvious small poiot oo the graph for each experimental value' It is not necessary to

include the coordinates of each point since they will be in the data table'

T. A smooth line should be drawn tnat iies as 
"ioi. 

* possible to most of the points. Do NoT draw a line

connecting one point ro the next otre as in a dot-to-iot drawing- If the line is a straight line, use a ruler to

draw it.
8. lf a computer program is used to draw the graph, the rules still apply.

Uncertaintv
Every experimental vaiue has some uncertainty associated with it- The antount of uncertainty depenris on two

things: The preciiion of the instrument used to make a measurement, and the skill of the person using the instrument'

Plus+r-Minus Notation
Th" uncertainty of a measurement can be expressed using plus-or-minus notation. For example, an object

whose mass is determined otr a centigram balance may be found to have a mass of 3.40 + 0.01 gram- The same

objec! when measured on an analyical balance, may have a mass of 3.4124 + 0.0001 gram. The plus-or-minus

notation reflects the precision of the balance used for making the measurement.

Significant Disits
,-iE.-- "!.- -t.is-or--minus notation is not used when reportitrg a measureri value. insiead, the significant digit\JrrEu, luE Pru

notation is used. When properly assigning significant digits, include all measured digits that are known with certaiuty
and one digit that is an estimate. In the above exampleq the mass of the.object on the centigram balance should be
reported as 3.40 gfiuns, and on the analytical balance as3.4124 grams. The last digit in both measurements has some -

uncertainty- Notice that a final zero is included in the value 3.40 grans because this was ameasured number. Use the
rules for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of values with significant digits in carrying out your
calculations.

Accuracv
Accuracy is a measure of how close an experimental value is to a value which is accepted as correct. The

measure of the accuracy of an experimental value is reported as Absolute Error or Percent Error.

Absolute error is just the differenee between the measured and accepted values:

Absolute error: Experimental value - Accepted value

Percent error or Relative error is calculated as follows:
%o enor = Experimental value - AcceDtedvalue X i00

Accepted value

Notice that the error is a positive number if the experimental value is too high, and is a negative number if the
experimental value is too low.



Precision
Frequently in scieace, an accepted or true value is not known. The accuracy of a measurement cannot bereported if an accepted value is unavailable. Sinie scientists doalt know !* 

"ror. 
*uy are to 1tre true value, theyrepeat their experiments several times and report otr how close together their values tie. tt is hoped that an experirnentthat can give reproducible results will also give accurate results. Lertainty, if data cannot be reproduced, it camot bereliable. 

..rr' 'r eq's Lquuur

Precision is a measure of how reproducible experimental mpasurements are. precision is reported asDeviation or Difference of values.
TheAbsolute Deviation orAbsolute Difference of each measurement is the difference of each measurerle'rfrom the meatr or average:

Absolute deviation = | Measured value _ Mean I

The Average Deviation or Average Difference is the average of all of the absolute deviations.

The Percent Deviation or Percent Difference is the average deviation reported as a percentage:

Percent Deviatioa = Averase Deviation X 100
Mean

For example, antacid tablets werc atalyzed to find the amount of sodium carbonate present. The experimentwas carried out three times, and the foilowing values were found:

1.69 g
1.74 s
1.68 g

The Mean orAverage of the values is:

Mean = 1.69 z. + l.T4z + l.6gs. : l.Z0g
3

The Absolute Deviation of each value from the meaa is:

Triall I i.Oes- 1.70g I =0.019

Tnat2 I t.Z4s-t.7os l:0.049
Triar3 I r.oag _ t.ZTg | :o.02c

The Average Deviation is:

AverageDeviation = 0.01e + 0.04e + 0.02e :0-029
3

The Relative Deviation or Relative Difference is:

Relative Deviation : Averase Deviation X tAA
Mean

Trial I
Trial2
Trial3

Relative Deviation :

This telis the scientist thar on I

(and hopefully true) value.

'0.A29 X 100:7.2o/o
1.70 g

the average, the experiment witl give yalues that are within 1.2 % of the ayeruge


